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6 decks Double after split allowed Resplit aces No surrender Learn before getting to the blackjack table has a lot of depth. It offers very simple gameplay, but there is a lot to master. Therefore, players continue to turn to blackjack strategy to, hopefully, to reach their full potential in the game and earn a little more. Some blackjack strategies are arguably better than others, but what will work for you will depend on the type of player you are, the version of the game you are playing, and how good you are at following the prescribed games. With
this said, there are three blackjack basic strategy options for you to try here. Each is worth your attention and attention. This blackjack strategy is rooted in a very conservative approach to blackjack. Instead of taking big risks, you want to streamline your experience and focus on small bets. That said, you won't have large amounts at all, and you'll probably find the best-RTP game while still looking for the lowest base bet. One way to apply this blackjack strategy is not only by using small amounts, but from time to time, for example, you want
to double your bet. Double double until you make up for a loss. This way, even if you lose time in a row, you will recover from your losses if you win on the Hand. The strategy is based on the fact that a player bets very small amounts, so it is statistically very unlikely that the player will eventually show up for a loss. You don't have to double anything. Just play with small amounts and try to balance how much money you spend on blackjack and how much you pay back. Granted, this particular blackjack strategy doesn't depend on a
mathematical edge or depth, but that's part of its charm and what makes it so accessible in the first place. Martingale is one of the timeless classics you'll use to improve your blackjack gains – or at least give yourself the best statistical chance to do so. The idea in this blackjack strategy again is to bet conservatively – just place a minimum bet and play. Use the reference charts to advise you on the best game in any case and use them well. Every time you win, just put the same - minimum - amount, and do so until you lose. Now that you've
lost, it's time to get your last bet back. Just double up; If you lose again, don't worry. Fight back until you win back everything you've lost. Once you do, you not only have your original winnings, but you also have to back your losses, too. This blackjack strategy sounds bulletproof and it's almost. However, because of the small advantage the casino has, you should realize that in the long run, you're eventually going to hit a bunch of losing hands. To avoid this, the best thing to do is use the Martingale blackjack strategy and stop while you're
ahead. This isn't the most exciting game plan, but it's one that gives you stable results over time. 1-3-2-6 Blackjack Betting System This is another viable blackjack strategy that has been used time and time again; It's obvious, it's working. Now there are no ultimate solutions, and the purpose of our guide is to instruct you properly. Therefore, the 1-3-2-6 system can be very useful, but only provided that you understand and accept the risks. In short, the strategy asks you to bet in an order. Based on the numbers here, this order (assuming
your bet is $1) would be $1, $3, $2, and $6. Does this make sense? It does because it is mathematically proven to help you recover some of your losses and keep you betting according to a pattern. Now, this strategy needs to be rebooted as soon as you lose, or reach every time you make the $6 bet. If you lose at $3 (based on the previous example), then you should go back to $1, not fast-forward to $2 or even $6. This blackjack strategy only works if you stick to it without unnecessary deviations. Another big plus here is that you don't
really own a big bankroll to let it and, even if you lose, you control your bankroll to the point where your losses will be negligible, in theory. To use the basic strategy, look up your hand along the left vertical edge and the dealer's up card the top. In both cases, an A stands for bait. From top to bottom are the hard totals, soft totals and splittable hands. There are two charts depending on whether the dealer hits or stands at soft 17. Other basic strategy rules. Never take insurance or even money. If there is no row for splitting (fives and dozens),
look your hand like a hard total (10 or 20). If you don't split because of a limit on re-splitting, look your hand like a hard total except aces. In the extremely unlikely event that you allow a pair of aces that you don't split again and draw to split aces, then double up at a 6, otherwise hit. If you have a mix of six-deck games, some where the dealer hits a soft 17, and some where it stands, and you just want to remember a strategy, I'd recommend you refrain from the one where the dealer stands on soft 17. The cost in errors due to playing the
wrong strategy is 2.3 times higher playing a stand on soft 17 game, with the hit on 17 strategy, then vise versa. Basic strategy in text For the benefit of my blind readers, here is the above strategy in text form, when the dealer stands on soft 17 and surrender is allowed. To use the strategy, start at the top and follow the first rule that applies. Surrender Surrender hard 16 (but not a pair of 8's) vs. dealer 9, 10 or A, and hard 15 vs. dealer 10. Split Always split aces and 8's. Never split 5's and 10,000. Splits 2s and 3's against a dealer 4-7, and
against a 2 or 3 if DAS is allowed. Split 4s only if DAS is allowed and the dealer shows a 5 or 6. Split 6s against a dealer 3-6, and against a 2 if DAS is allowed. Split 7s against a dealer 2-7. Split 9s against a dealer 2-6 or 8-9. Double Double hard 9 vs. dealer 3-6. Double hard 10 except against a dealer 10 or A. Double hard 11 except against a dealer A. Double soft 13 or 14 vs. dealer 5-6. Double soft 15 or 16 vs. dealer 4-6. Double soft 17 or 18 vs. dealer 3-6. Hit or Stand Always hit hard 11 or less. Stand on hard 12 against a dealer 4-6,
otherwise hit. Stand at hard 13-16 against a dealer 2-6, otherwise hit. Always stand on hard 17 or more. Always touch 17 or less softly. Stand on soft 18 except hit against a dealer 9, 10, or A. Always stand on soft 19 or more. As I have said many times, the above strategy will be fine under a set of rules. However, for you perfectionists out there, here are the changes to make if the dealer hits a soft 17. Give you 15, a pair of 8's and 17 vs. dealer A. Double 11 vs. dealer A. Double soft 18 vs. dealer 2. Double soft 19 vs. dealer 6. My thanks to
Kelly for putting together the above text strategy. Written by: Michael Shackleford Basic strategy is derived from a computer simulation. taught a computer how to play blackjack and then told it to play several hundred million hands of blackjack and record what happened. Devised through trial and error of the computer Decisions are best for the player, given every possible combination of starting player hands and dealer up card. The best decisions for the player, in this case, are those that lose the least amount of money to the casino over
time. Basic strategy doesn't overcome the casino's home edge until we add card counting to the mix. If you're super geeky and just need to have a better explanation, check out Mike Shakleford's video where he builds basic strategy from scratch using Excel and watch his other video where he sets the house edge the same way. TL;DR - Our chart is based off of the more common H17 game. Remember our chart, then learn card counting and the deviation chart for the game you will usually play. Longer answer: The main reason is whether
the Basic Strategy Chart is based off of a dealer hitting a Soft 17, known as an H17 game or Standing on a Soft 17, known as an S17 game. Our advice is to learn this chart, then continue learning card counting and the blackjack anomalies associated with the game you will be playing (H17 vs S17). There are also small variations in strategy when you play a 6 deck game versus a single deck game. Instead of teaching you 9 different basic strategy charts for each variant of blackjack you'll ever see, we've decided to run our simulation against
the games that people will usually see and learn a basic strategy that's sufficiently effective against all decks. We have a Keep it Simple Stupid, mentality when it comes to learning card counting. This means that our charts may be slightly different than a site that has chosen a different philosophy. If you're an anal-retentive type and want to learn hyperspecific strategies, we recommend Professional Blackjack from Stanford Wong. We have the numbers and learning the hyper-specific things basically just make you feel smarter and doesn't
add money to your wallet. With that said, whatever strategy you choose to learn, we recommend keeping only those materials with those materials. If you're distracted with content from multiple sources has a higher chance of confusion than enlightening you. We've taken over $4,000,000 from casinos and trained an army of card counters who have taken millions more, with the cards you see here. So rest assured, we have combed through the shit and know what is important when it comes to crushing this game. Big question! You have
arrived at the right place! We have some tips in our premium video course on how to approach the blackjack charts and make them easier. We also have a free mini-course we can email you with some step by step instructions on how to take your workout seriously. We also have strategy sheets that you download and fill out every day to practice testing yourself. Practice makes perfect, so there's nothing like our basic strategy exercises basic strategy exercises Get drilled into your brain! If you think missing one every now and then is
perfect then be sure you're done! [sarcasm] How many people listen to musicians who take every 100th note out of the show? Michael Jordan says you'll never play better in a game than in practice. We want to be like Mike, so we learn that you probably make 2 or 3 mistakes at the casino for every mistake you make in the distractionless, pressure-free, comfort of your home. Perfect means perfect. Don't compromise. If you keep messing up basic strategy, put it down for a while and come back to it. It won't happen overnight, but if you keep
it up, you'll end up knowing these blackjack charts better than knowing the back of your hand. Hand.
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